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]hen the European Community was enlarged to include Spain and Portugal, the
Community decided at the same time to allocate ECU 6.6 billion over seven
years 1 to 'integrated Mediterranean programmes' (IMPs) with the aim of modernizing the economies of Greece and of certain French and Italian Mediterranean
regions. 2
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This publication briefly outlines these programmes and answers some essential
questions:

0 What ar.e the IMPs?
0 Why were IMPs introd\K:Cd?
0 Which regions are the IMPs concerned with?
0 How were the IMPs drawn up?
0 For what sort of measures do the IMPs provide?
0 What makes the IMPs innovatory and of particular interest?

Wtwt .,. the IMPa7
IMPs are Integrated regional development programmes. They mobilize all available
sources of finance (Community, national, regional and local) for a coherent set of
measures, covering the main sectors of the economy. This approach also integrates
all Community instrwnents and policies, improving their coordination, flexibility
and finances.
Each IMP lasts from five to seven years. Schemes included in the pf011lU1111leS must
complement each other and be adapted to the characteristics of each region so as to
create a syneqy between the national and Community funds allocated to them. They
supplement measures for which the Community's financial instruments have already
provided and must be compatible with the Community's other activities. There can
be no question therefore of the IMPs cutting across Community eft'orts to restrain
agricultural production or working contrary to European competition rules.

Why

w•• IMPa lntrocluced7

At the time of the accession of Spain and Portugal, particular attention had to be
paid to the Mediterranean regions of the l 0-member Community. Their economic .
ECU 2. S billion of tbiJ IIIIDUDI il in the brm of ioeiiJ'IIlted by the Europe~~~ lnYatment lllnk from its
own reeources and ftom thote of the New Comnv.mity lllllNlneDt br bonowina and lcndin&. ECU I
(Europe~~~ currenq IIDit) • abqut £ 0.6S, lr£ 0.78 or US$ 1.1 (It exchanae ntca current on 3 April 1989).
z 1bil file~ 0111' No 1/86.
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structure is similar to that of the two new member countries. They are among the
poorest regions of the Community and appeared vulnerable to the effects of
enlargement.
They have structural weaknesses: an economy dominated by an undeveloped
agricultural sector which has to operate in difficult natural conditions, a generally
high level of unemployment, a slack industrial sector in which vulnerable SMEs
(small and medium-sized enterprises) predominate, and insufficient orpnization or
development of the services sector, public and private.
This situation demanded an additional effort of solidarity. Thus the IMPs were
conceived. 1

Whloh reglona ara tha IMPa concerned with?
About 50 million Europeans live in the regions benefiting from the IMPs. In view of
the objectives of the proJI'IUlll11es, the areas chosen are those economically most
dependent on Mediterranean agricultural produce (olive oil, wine, fruit and
vegetables, etc.) and which are most constrained by the enlatlement of the
Community to restructure their farming, diversify their economy and create
industrial or service jobs, especially for the young. The geographical spread of the
IMPs is as follows:
0 The whole of Greece.

0 The French regions of Languedoc-Roussillon, Corsica, Provence-Alpes-Cote
d'Azur, Aquitaine and Midi-Pyrenees as well as the departments of the DrOme
and the Ardeche.
0 In Italy, the whole of the Mezzogiomo (including Latium), the regions of

Liguria, TUscany, Umbria and the Marches, as well as the side of the Apennines
administered by Emilia-Romagna and - for aids to tish-fiuming only - the
northern Adriatic lagoons between Comacchio and Marano Lagunara.

A number of French and Italian urban centres are excluded: Bordeaux, Toulouse,
Marseilles, Genoa, Florence, Rome, Naples and Palermo.

How w•• tha IMPa drawn up?
0 Before the end of 1986, the Member States concerned presented the European
Commission with their IMP plans drawn up by the authorities appropriate to the

regions.
1

RtcuJation No 2088/85 of the Coundl of Miniltcn of the Conununltiel. Text publilhed in the 0/flcilll
JOUTnal ofrlw Eu/'Of¥fJII Communltla. L 197, 27.7.1985.
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0 On the basis of discussion and collaboration between the Commission, the
Member State and the regional authorities concerned, general programme
orientations were submitted for the opinion of an advisory committee, presided
over by the Commission and composed of representatives from each of the 12
Member States and from the European Investment Bank (EIB). The European
Commission then prepared a draft programme, again with the cooperation of
regional and national authorities. This draft programme was again submitted to
the advisory committee which had two months in which to give its opinion.
0 Once approved, the IMP served as the basis for a contract, signed by the
Commission, the Member State and the relevant regional authorities. These
contracts were made public and, like the programme itself, can always be
amended or extended accordina to experience acquired in their implementation.
In particular, they specify the authorities responsible for carrying out the IMP.
the commitments and contributions of the different partners, control and
evaluation measures, etc. The authorities who carry out the programme are
assisted by a monitoring committee, set up by common accord of the
Commission and the relevant Member State.
For what aort of mH.urea do the IMP• provide?

0 In the agricultural sector. the concern was two-fold: to increase agricultural
incomes and to support changes in agricultural production in line with the
Community's agricultural policy. Measures here are particularly concerned with:
• The modernization and intensification of production of certain crops which
are not in over-supply. and the development of new specializations, new
species, forestry and environmental protection.
• The strengthening of socio-structural measures to improve farmers' incomes,
help young farmers to set themselves up and reorientate production.
•

Dissemination of agricultural information, as well as irrigation and modernization of rural infrastructure and of the structure of land-holding, marketing
and processing.

0 In industry and services, the IMPs are especially meant to encouraae:
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•

Creation and development of small and medium-sized businesses and craft
industries, with particular attention to spreadina innovative ideas and new
technology, as well as to the agri-foodstuft's sector.

•

The setting up of small industrial estates.

•

Promotion of tourism and tourist infrastructure.

•

Support for research and for technical assistance for all sectors of the
economy; the strengthening of economic inftastructure, particularly in the

Amouats alloeated to tlrle lateantell MMlterraaeaa JI'OifUUIIII ul ftiWidJII
f"'~ECU)

Total
cxpenditwc

Con1ribution Contribution
from national
from the
public
Community
lllthoritiel
budaet

EIB
lolnJ.

Greece (1986-92)

Central and Eastern Greece
Northern Greece
Western Greece & PelopoMese
Islands of the Aeaean Sea
Information technology
Attica
Crete

550 126
695 837
631 325
325 173
134 150
407 880
468 900

174 000
204 909
179 290
103 339
45 398
127 466
228 400

315 540
406 765
361 343
193 538
88 751
223 143
240500

117 390
120000
125 000
67000

3 213 391

1 062 802

1 829 581

575 790

214 340
so 120
109 ISO
51 130
256 900
247 220
303 890

89 510
17 010
45 990
23400
91 330
83 260
169 800

69 180
12060
39 950
13 400
89 730
66 200
70080

30000
7 500
10000
7 500
30000
40000
55 000

1 232 750

520 300

360 600

180 000

54 873
73 084
67 618
89 372
79 859
54001
48 497
55 764
61 258
40140
98 246
97 405
108 591
84 876
85 567

55 402
35 577
66 486
94 615
80 233
46 668
40443
52 125
66 970
43 063
99 964
87 323
107 829
69 886
62 972

85 000
35000
35 000
25000
52 000
IS 000
40000
20000
90000
30000

Sicily
Tuscany
Umbria

131495
125 707
156 877
206 282
172 460
153 701
103 763
177 990
169 156
93 402
222 883
192 053
231141
226 578
204 547

TOTAL

2 568 035

1 099 ISO

I 009 556

652 000

TOTAL

-

66400
80000

France (1986-88) ••
Aquitaine
Ardeche
Corsica
OrOme
Languedoc-Roussillon
Midi-Pyrenees
Provence-Alpes-Cote d'Azur

TOTAL
Italy (1987-88/1992-93)
Abruzzi
Aquaculture
Builica!a
Calabria
Campania
Emilia·Romaana
Latium

Liauria
The Matches
Molise
Apulia
Sardinia

-

80000
35 000
70000
40000

• Indil:atiw amounts not included in total cxpenditwc.
•• Partial amounts, COYerina the ftnt .,.rt of the period 1986-92.
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transport and enei'IY sectors; the development of a sector supplying
commercial services to companies. In Greece, the IMPs participate in a
system of aid for investment which is one of the pillars of the subproarammes
for industry.
0 In the field of human resources, the IMPs attach particular importance to:
• Vocational training activities, especially for young people, women and junior
rna:nagers.

• Settins

up intesrated training services, ranging from observation and
forccastinl of the labour market to promotion of trainee job placements.

These activities were defined following reports on real training needs and in
liaison with other measures provided for in the different IMPs.
0 Certain IMPs also provide for

lllalSU1'eS

in the fisheries sector.

Whld mak• the IMPa Innovatory and of partlcul•r lnt.at'l
The value of the IMPs lies not so much in the amount of money they provide thouah that is not nesligible - as in the innovations they bring to the Community's
programming procedures and its regional policy.
The IMPs show a new approach to regional development. The concept of a uniform
regional policy applied to different situations has displayed its limitations. Instead
the particular development potential of each region experiencing difficulties must be
exploited, taking the region's specific needs and individual capabilities as a starting
point. This is the reason for the aU-embracing and Oexible nature of the IMPs, which
allows the priorities, the methods and the form and level of financing to be adapted
to the situation in each region. To translate this new approach effectively and
efficiently into reality, local authorities are given an important role in the planning
and implementation of the IMPs. In this way they are challenged to define their
priorities, to address themselves to the process of modernization and to play a
significant role in the implementation and success of the IMPs.
Some concepts essential to the IMP method illustrate this new approach.
0 Concentration
A haphazard scattering of funds is the very opposite of intesrated action and
financing. The aim is to concentrate available means on certain key objectives,
which when combined have an effect greater than the sum of their parts.
Here and there the announcement of the IMPs has given rise to exaaerated
financial expectations, which are mirrored in the projects submitted to the
Commission. Difficult choices have often had to be made, after hard discussions
8

with the felional authorities. The need for concentration has had to be balanced
against the desire to mobilize around the IMP all the IOCio-economic forces of

the felion.

0 Innovation
• With reprd to methodolOJY, the IMPs innovate by providina for intmectoral aid (whether for agriculture, indUitry, services or trainina); by
intc.jpatina to this end the activities of different Community and national
instruments; by providina for manaaement bued on partnership and by
monitoring and reviewing each propamme (a ~ to which this file will
return).

• In addition, the greatest possible effort was made to facilitate economic
innovation in the rqions concerned. Hence the importance given in the
programmes to vocational training, applied research, and the introduction of
new methods and new products in all sectors of the economy, including
services.
However, it was necessary to take into account the existina state of
socio-economic structures, and their real capacity to carry out the envisqed
measures to good effect and absorb the tbnds allocated. In order to succeed,
innovation must be progressive and educational.
0 Partnership

The concept of partnership expresses the wish of the European Commission to
act not merely u a judge of the Member States' proposals (assessing their fonnal
validity or economic interest), but rather u a catalyst in a joint enterprise for the
development of each rqion.
This partnership is to be found in the collaboration and dialoaue which exists at
every stage of appraisal, in the spirit and letter of proaramme contracts, in the
composition and role of the monitoring committee, and in the implementation
procedures.

0 Implementation and the monitoring committee
Implementation of the programmes is what the IMPs are all about, so the
programme contracts provide for the establishment of a monitoring committee
on which the European Commission, the EIB, the Member State and the rqion
(as well u, in the Committee's enJarged form, representatives of socio-economic
interests) arc represented. It is the forum for cooperation and plays an essential
9

role in the implementation of the IMP. It meets in the region concerned and,
thanks to a computerized monitorin& system, follows step by step the realization
of each ~ in emy subprogramme which makes up the IMP.
D Monitoring

Monitorina, checkina the implementation of the IMP on the ground, is carried
out in both physical and financial terms. In the monitorina committee, members
with special responsibility for each subproaramme haw the task, in close
cooperation with the administrative services and interested priwtc operators, of
gathcrin& and presentina data about each measure of their subprogramme. They
must also keep the committee generally informed about de"Yelopments.
Monitorinl must enable a true evaluation to be made of the implementation of
the IMP. It is not cnouah to compare the execution to the plans; an evaluation
must also be made of its socio-economic impact and lesaons must be drawn from
this. This is a responsibility of the monitorin& committee, which is helped in the
task by an auessor, independent of emy public administration, whose task it is
to provide regular reports.
On the basis of this infonnation, the monitorina committee can propose, within
the limits allowed for in the programme, variations on certain measures or
chanaes to them.

This flexibility and capacity to adapt to reality is one of the innovations
introduced by the IMP and one of the suarantees of their success •
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